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Since 1990, the development of economic globalization and regionalization has 
brought not only an opportunity for the Sino-Japanese bilateral trade, but also a more 
challenging world market for the two countries.Intra-industry trade is very important 
to China in upgrading manufacturing industries and improving socialist market 
economy mechanism.And manufacturing industries represent the competitive edge of 
a country.Thereupon it is important to have a thorough understanding of the 
intra-industry trade in manufacturing industries between China and Japan for the 
further development of Sino-Japanese bilateral trade. This paper discusses the 
characteristics and trends of the intra-industry in manufacturing industries between 
China and Japan during the period from 1990 to 2004, according to the data of SITC 
at a three-digit level.It consists of three parts: the present situation, the drivers and the 
influencing factors for the development of the intra-industry trade of manufacturing 
industries between the two countries. 
The paper focuses on the two topics: the development and its key determinants of 
the intra-industry trade. The first subject is discussed in such respects as general 
process, the change in commodity structure and advantage in competition of the 
intra-industry trade in manufacturing industries between China and Japan; the latter 
topic starts with a comprehensive theoretical and empirical analysis and research, and 
takes full advantage of some regression models to demonstrate the positive and 
negative influences in different ways, such as the economic development gap between 
China and Japanese, the differences of factor endowment , the scale economy in 
China manufacturing industries and FDI inflows from Japan. Based on the above 
analysis, the author assumes a vision for the future development of the intra-industry 
trade in manufacturing industries between China and Japan. 
The main conclusions of this paper are as follows: 
Firstly, the inter-industry trade is still keeping its dominant position while the 
intra-industry trade has already become a developing trend in the Sino-Japanese 
manufacturing trade. 
Secondly, the main form of the intra-industry trade in manufacturing sector 














horizontal intra-industry trade in some part of manufacturing goods trade is gradually 
rising year after year. Because of huge gaps in economic development, scientific 
technology and the factor endowment between China and Japan, there is a vertical 
division existed in Sino-Japanese manufacturing trade. The major exports to Japan are 
labor and resource-intensive manufacturing commodities, and the major imports from 
Japan are capital and technology-intensive manufacturing goods. But with the 
improvement of manufacturing technology and the upgrading of industrial structure, 
China shows its growing competitive edges in a number of manufacturing goods.  
Thirdly, economic globalization and regional economic cooperation along with 
the complementary nature of Sino-Japanese trade will promote the intra-industry 
manufacturing trade between China and Japan. Meanwhile, Sino-Japanese 
embarrassed political relations, the upgrade of Sino-Japanese industrial restructure 
and bilateral trade will result in enlarging Sino-Japanese manufacturing trade conflict. 
With increasing competition, it is inevitable for the trade conflicts between the 
manufacturing industries of the two countries.  
Finally, the paper gives some suggestions about the ways to accelerate the 
intra-industry trade in manufacturing industries between China and Japan. : China 
should improve scale economy of manufacturing industries, upgrade their 
manufacturing technology and differentiate the manufacturing products. And China 
should push forward to promote the horizontal intra-industry trade of the 
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①联合国《国际贸易商品标准分类》商品 SITC 的分类法，把贸易商品分为 10 类。其中 0～4 类为传统产品
与初级产品；5～9 类属于工业制成品（5类为化学成品及有关产品；6类为按原料分类的制成品；7类为机
械及运输设备；8 类为杂项制品；9 类为未分类的商品）且 5 类和 7 类商品为资本或技术密集型制成品；6
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